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Abstract
The straightening of the elevator guide rail was analyzed using the load-deflection pressure straightening model. To
the elevator guide rail of the same type, the straightening stroke is determined by the deflection straightened and the
distance of supporting points. A formula of straightening the T127-B guide rail was proposed through FEM and
regression analysis. The variation of the guide rail bending formation in the contiguous steps of the multi-step
straightening process was studied and the relationship of these steps was derived. After the straightening stroke of the
first step is calculated, the straightening strokes of the steps afterwards will be obtained by using the relationship and
the bending formation. A simulation of straightening process taking the T127-B guide rail with a certain initial
deflection as example was carried with the straightening strokes and the positions of the supporting points calculated
by Matlab and the result met the requirement.
© 2010 Published by Elsevier Ltd. Selection and/or peer-review under responsibility of Society for
Automobile, Power and Energy Engineering
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1. Introduction
Bending deformation always occurs in the production of the high-precision elevator guide rail because
of the machining errors and the residual stress. Bending will lower the stability and comfort level of the
elevator [1]. So the straightening process is obbligato in manufacturing. Since the guide rail to be
straightened is precision-machined, the pressure straightening method is often used. For one guide rail is
usually 5 meters long and the bending formation is always complex, straightening process with single step
always cannot meet the requirement. So the multi-step straightening is often used in the straightening
process. At present most researches are restricted to the calculation of the straightening stroke for single
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step. But in the multi-step straightening, the requirements cannot be satisfied with just the results of the
straightening stoke calculated in the single step way. It is important to do research on the multi-step
straightening. A more precise formula of straightening stroke is proposed using regression analysis with
the finite element method. The relationship of the straightening stokes between the steps of the multi-step
straightening process is also given in this paper. Taking the T127-B guide rail as example, the
straightening stroke and the position of the supporting point were calculated. And the results were tested
by finite element method.
2. Model of the pressure straightening method
In the model of the traditional pressure straightening method, the position of the pressure force taken is
where the point with the maximum deflection and the supporting points distribute symmetrically on either
side of the pressure position. As is shown in the Fig. 1, the punch gives the pressure F , takes the
straightening stroke of δw and then releases. The guide rail rebounds with a dimension of δf. If the
deflection δc is equal to the initial deflection δ0, the guide rail will be straightened right.
Fig. 1. Principle of three-point straightening
From the conclusion of the reference [2], the formula of the straightening stroke is given as following:
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In equation 1 F is the function of δw. So the straightening stroke is determined by the deflection
straightened and the distance between the supporting points for the same type of guide rail.
3. Calculation of the straightening stroke
3.1.  Available straightening stroke range of single step
For the requirement is that the straightness per one meter cannot exceed 0.2 mm, the straightening
stroke is usually a range, which is called available straightening stroke range.
In the reference [3] and [4], the formula of the straightening stroke of single step was derived. But
there are errors between the theoretical calculation and the practical results for the theoretical calculation
was based on the small deflection hypothesis. In this paper the relationship between straightening stroke,
distance between the supporting points and the deflection straightened was derived by regression analysis
using the results calculated by the finite element method. In the practical manufacturing process, a self-
learn expert system can be used to get precise straightening stroke.
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Taking the T127-B guide rail as example, simulations using different distances between supporting
points such as 1 meter, 1.2 meter and 1.4 meter, etc and different straightening strokes were carried out.
Fig. 2 shows the model of the finite element method.
Fig. 2. FEM straightening model
The regression formula was derived as following:
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For the initial deflection of δ0, the deflection straightened δc[δ0-0.1, δ0+0.1]. Correspondingly, the
straightening stroke δw[δwminδwmax]. And this range is the available straightening stroke range for this
step.
3.2. Relation between the straightening strokes of the adjacent steps
In the multi-step straightening process, the straightness of the overall length will exceed the
requirement just using the straightening stroke calculated by equation 2 because the outside rail part of
the supporting points will cock due to the geometric continuity when straightening. The influence of the
adjacent steps can be inferred as following.
Fig. 3 shows the process of the adjacent straightening steps. A,B,C,D are the supporting points of the
two steps. The pressure force F1 on the center of AB is taken in the first step. F2 on the center of CD is
taken in the next step. After being straightened by F1, the positions of the supporting points become
A',B',C' and D'. And after being straightened by F2, the positions become A'',B'',C'' and D''. The original
coordinate system XOY is the one when measuring the guide, whose origin is A. The abscissa is the line
which is determined by A and D. In the first step, the abscissa turns to the line which is determined by A
and B. And the coordinate system turns to X'O'Y' whose origin is A. In the same way, the abscissa turns to
C'D' which CD changes after the guide rail being straightened by F1. Meanwhile the coordinate system
turns to X''O''Y'' whose origin is C' which changes from C. As the coordinates of the supporting point A is
assumed to be A(xA,yA), the new position of A can be assumed as A'(x'A,y'A) after being straightened by F1.
And A'' (x''A,y''A) is the coordinate in the second step. B,C and D are in the same way.
The angle between AB and the abscissa is θ in XOY. The angle between C'D' and the abscissa is θ'.
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Fig. 3. Process of the multi-step straightening (a) the first step (b) the second step
The coordinate of C' and D' can be inferred by equation 5. n is C or D. δnF1 stands for the changing
amount of the deflection after being straightened by F1.
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The coordinate of A'' after the guide rail is straightened can be inferred by equation 6. In the equation
δAF1 is the changing amount of the deflection after being straightened by F2.
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The distribution of the plastic area and the deflection straightened are shown in the Fig. 4. The plastic
deformation area begins to permeate from top and bottom face around the pressure point. Other area is
elastic deformation area [5]. The deflection straightened around the pressure point is the largest and
decreases along the guide rail from the pressure point. The amount of the supporting point is zero.
Outside the supporting point, the deflection begins to increase. For the deformation of the elastic
deformation area is caused by geometric continuity, the change is linear.
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Fig. 4. Plastic region and the distribution of deflection straightened
The gradient of the elastic deformation area is assumed to be k1. It can be inferred from the Fig. 4 that
tan1 =k (7)
It can be calculated using the deflection straightened δc of any given point in the elastic deformation
area. For k1 is too small, in this paper
1
'
1 1000kk = (8)
To get a more precise result, the relation between k1, distance of the supporting points and the
straightening stroke δw is also derived using the regression method.
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Then the deflection straightened of any given point in the elastic deformation area can be inferred that
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In equation 10, x is the x coordinate in the present coordinate system. It can be assumed that
),('1 lgk w=                     (11)
According to the equation 5, 6, 9 and 10, it can be inferred that the coordination of point A after the
second step changes to
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There is one request that should be satisfied so that the overall straightness can meet the requirement.
As shown in the Fig. 3 that A'' should be in the same line with C'' and D''. Then the relationship of the
straightening strokes of adjacent steps can be
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3.3. Straightening stroke calculation for each step
In multi-step straightening process, the straightening stroke of the first step can be calculated by
equation 2. The ones of the afterwards steps can be calculated by equation 13 whose input variable is the
straightening stroke of the last step. Meanwhile it takes the supporting point 1 of the last step as the point
A.
The step increment is also a range, which is related to the bending formation. It can be applied by 50%
to 70% of the distance between the supporting points of the last step. When the gradient of the bending
formation is large, the step increment should be small. Otherwise, it can be larger, but not more than 70%
of the distance between the supporting points of the last step.
4. Simulation of the straightening process by the finite element method
Taking the straightening process of T127-B guide rail which is 5 meters long as example, the two
simulations carried out using 4 steps and 8 steps straightening process apply two different distances of the
supporting points which are 2 meters and 1 meter correspondingly. The four-step simulation takes a step
increment of 600 millimeters and the other takes a 1000- millimeter step increment. Table 1 gives the
results   calculated for the four-step straightening process.
Table 1. Results calculated for four-step straightening of the guide rail
Numbers of Steps 1 2 3 4
Straightening stroke (millimeter) 10.0 9.9 9.9 9.9
Supporting point 1(millimeter) 0 1000 2000 3000
Table 2 gives the results calculated for the eight-step straightening process. In the simulation, it can be
found that the smaller distance of supporting points is in the straightening process, the more sensitive the
precision of the overall straightness is.
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Table 2. Results calculated for eight-step straightening of  the guide rail
Numbers of Steps 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
Straightening stroke
(millimeter) 2.62 2.75 2.58 2.78 2.56 2.80 2.55 2.53
Supporting point
1(millimeter) 0 600 1200 1800 2400 3000 3600 4000
Fig.5 shows the results of the four-step and the eight-step straightening process. According to the data
from the simulations, the overall straightness reaches the request of 1 millimeter and the straightness per
one meter is lower than 0.2 millimeter. The method this paper gives is proved right.
By simulation, it can be found that the error of the straightening stroke calculated for about 0.05
millimeter can lead to the overall straightness reduces to 0.4 millimeter. So it needs to increase the
precision of the straightening stroke when using smaller distance of the supporting points.
Fig. 5. Finite element method results of the multi-step straightening (a) results of four-step straightening (b) results of eight-step
straightening
5. Conclusion
According to the load-deflection model, the straightening stroke is determined by the type of the guide
rail section, distance of the supporting points and the deflection straightened. In the simulation of the
straightening process, it can be found that errors of the results by theoretical calculation cannot be ignored
for its hypothesis and model simplification. The automatic straightening machine needs a self-learn expert
system to get more precise straightening stroke.
In multi-step straightening process, the determination of the straightening stroke should not only meet
the requirement of single step, but also satisfy the relationship of the adjacent steps’. Through the
simulations by finite element method, using a step increment of 50% to 70% of the distance of the
supporting points can get a proper straightening stroke to meet the overall straightness of an elevator
guide. It always needs to change the step increment and even the distance of the supporting points in the
straightening process for a guide rail with complex bending formation.
The precision can be improved by reducing the distance of the supporting points. But in the same time,
a much more precise straightening stroke is needed, too. Or else the requirement cannot be met in this
way. The method this paper gives can be used in other type of guides with different section from the T
guide rail.
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